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THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO

LOGO
DESIGN
Everything you need to know to create the 
perfect logo for your business.
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The Essential Guide to Logo Design

Whether you’re seeking a new logo design for a new business  

or possibly looking to refresh or rebrand your current logo branding, the 

process is never as simple and as straight forward as you might have  

initially envisaged.

In fact, the process of the perfect logo design is rarely a smooth journey, 

as there are many invisible factors that go into creating the perfect logo.

However, if you follow a few simple steps outlined in this guide you are 

almost guaranteed to get the ideal logo design for your business!

See, not all graphic designers are the same. Each has their own strength, 

and for some it might be brochure design, or it could be illustrative  

design, and for some it will be logo design. And then of course, every  

designer has their own style.

And when creating a new logo design, particularly when starting from a 

blank canvas, there is no real template the designer or the client can work 

from. And this means sometimes the logo design flow can be easy, and 

sometimes it can take a little more work, however with that said, a clearly 

defined process combining communication and a good design brief can 

usually ensure that you’ll achieve the perfect design for your business that 

you’ll fall in love with.

As a designer that has created many thousands of logos and branding for 

individuals and companies of all sizes for over 25 years, I have quite  

possibly debt with almost every industry, and every type of client, and can 

now read a client and their needs like a book. But it wasn’t always that 

simple. And for this reason I created my own checklists and logo design 

brief that make up part of the process I use with clients to ensure we are 

quite literally on the same page, saving time and frustration, and ensuring 

that ultimately they absolutely 100% love their final logo design.

This following guide is by no means foolproof, however if you use this as a 

starting point and refer to it before and during your logo design process 

with your design agency you should find you’re on the right track to a 

great looking logo.

The perfect logo, it does exist.
You know the one that jumps out at you from the press ad or brochure 
and you wish it was you own.
It’s the one that gives other designers logo-envy.

Have you ever wondered how that perfect logo came about?
Or more importantly, how your business could have equally as good,  
if not better?
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1.
It all begins with a strategy.

Every great journey begins with a direction, and this 

usually means a map of some sort for guidance.

In logo design, this map is your design brief.

Whether that brief is just a basic scribble of a  

design idea you like, or something a little more 

elaborate such as the 4 page design planner we 

use with every Smartfish client, that brief is the 

initial foundation peg for your design. It should help 

provide a clear purpose and the general creative 

framework to help you and your designer know 

more about your target audience, the services you 

provide, what your business brand represents and 

how your logo is going to be used.

Without this framework, your groundwork is weak 

and you’ll probably end up with a logo design that 

doesn’t communicate your brand well, and in time 

your brand and possibly even your business will 

falter.

It can not be stressed enough how important your 

logo design is.

It is  often the centrepoint of a business brand.

And without the design brief, when your designer 

starts churning out a pile of design concepts with 

no real direction, ultimately choosing the final logo 

will be like playing pin the tail on the donkey. You 

won’t really know why you like it but you’ll like one 

for now, regardless of if it really suits your business 

or your audience.

At the end of the guide you’ll find the logo design 

planner that we use at Smartfish to achieve a 99% 

logo happiness rating with our clients. 

Obviously there is a little more to just the planner to 

get achieve that rating, (like the actual logo design),  

but its a good starting point.

So how do you first find out what your brand strategy 

is? You don’t necessarily need to pay a brand specialist  

thousands of dollars to determine what your brand is 

about.

You can start with the basics, and start writing down a 
few core points:

1.  What does your business do?

2. What is your price range?

3. What is your point of difference to your competitors?

4. Is your brand: fun, exclusive, young, conservative, etc?

4. What is the perspective of your business from your  

    clients point of view?

Often these points and a few more can essentially  

establish the basics you need to start working on a  

brand strategy.

There are three primary points that define any  
business brand:

It is always good to ask others how to define these three 

points about your business, as you may think you know 

your brand, but ultimately it is your customers that see 

the overall value of your brand.

Ask them to write down the core points and collect and 

combine this information and it should give you a pretty 

good scope of where your business brand sits in the eyes 

of the consumer.

1. Personality of the brand and staff

2. The values your business provides

3. The essence
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When you look closely at any of the world’s leading brand, within the  

majority of their logos you’ll find some meaning or element that reflects 

and represents their brand and what it stands for.

It can either represent their services or their personality.

For example, when you look closely at the Fed EX logo you’ll see the arrow 

moving in a forward direction, or the ‘smiling arrow’ in the Amazon logo, 

or the bite out of the Apple logo, which actually becomes the leaf on top.

Each of these quirky little gestures is a clever representation of who they 

are and what they do. It can be what initially draws in the potential  

customer and connects them.

Of course, not every logo has to have some off-beat element, but every 

logo should have something unique about it that represents the  

personality of the brand.

So the best way to get creative with your brand is to start with the design 

brief, and the right designer.

2.
Give your brand an identity.

Your
Brand

HONEST TRUSTED FOCUS INNOVATIVE
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Choosing the right designer.
3.
If like many, you start the process with the obvious search of Google, you’ll usually quickly find yourself down a 

rabbit hole of options, with designers offering logo designs from as little as $29, up to agencies that are charging 

tens of thousands for a logo and full brand strategy.

And of course, everything in between.

So before you start finding yourself curled up in a fetal position all stressed out, there are some simple clues to 

help point you in the right direction, particularly if you are a small to medium size business like most businesses 

that are hunting for a new logo.

Here’s the first clue.... 
not all designers are equal, and not all provide the same service.

Firstly, lets break down the different logo design services available:

Auto-generated logo sites
We’re starting to see more AI-based logo design websites popping up, offering budget-priced DIY logos.  

Usually it is just a matter of choosing a colour, your font type and type in your type of business, and the system 

does the rest. Sounds all great and easy, except it has some major drawbacks.

Firstly, as these elements are all pre-designed, it means you could find yourself sharing your logo design with 

hundreds, possibly thousands of other companies all around the world, which means that trademarking the 

logo is not even a consideration because you don’t own any elements of your logo. Or worse, someone else could 

threaten legal action if they were to find you were using a similar or identical logo to them, citing brand confu-

sion. Further to this, usually the logo you receive will not come in the high quality file formats you might require 

for print or signage, which would mean you would then need a real graphic designer to recreate the logo for you 

into an editable format, possibly costing you as much as the logo would have if you had just gone to them in the 

first instance.

Stock Library/Clip Art Logos 

Similarly to the auto-generated logos, these logo elements can be found on sites such as Adobe Stock, iStock or 

others. While it is ideal for those wanting quick logo elements for presentations, it is not ideal to use these  

pre-designed logo elements for a business logo as you never really own them and cannot trademark them.

Freelancer website logo design
There are many sites online that promote logo designs ranging from as little as $39 to $99. Most of these are 

designed overseas, at almost slave-labour rates, and usually provide the very bare minimum of service. There is 

usually no initial brief, or after sales service, and you won’t usually receive your design in all the common file  

formats. In fact they will usually charge an excessive additional amount if you request this afterwards. Also, most 

of these designers use stock based elements, so there is a high possibility your logo design has been used for 

other clients before.

Local Graphic Designer or Agency 

While you will most likely pay more for the service, you will find that your design will start with a brief and  

strategy and allow you to speak directly with the designer throughout the process. And upon completion you 

should receive the final files in colour, greyscale and mono versions in all common file formats. This is definitely 

the recommended option.
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The 5 different logo types
4.
You have probably noticed that logos can come in many different shapes and styles, from wordmark (text logos), 

through to image-based designs. There is no real wrong or right in either option, as it really depends on what 

works best for your business type, and fits the brief.

The term ‘logo’ is short for logotype, though most  

people will usually refer to a logo as a symbol or  

iconic graphic formed from shapes or possibly even the 

company name or sometimes initials, and will usually 

represent the services of the business in some way.

So when you are initially commencing your logo design 

brief or even the initial concept designs with your  

designer, try not to limit your thinking to one particular 

format or style. 

Often variety offers you many more choices to see 

what fits and works best, and very often something 

you would never have even considered initially might 

become the design of your choice.

The main thing to remember is that there are no hard 

and fast rules to logo design, but of course if you have 

any ideas you would like to try of your own, having good 

direct communication with your designer can make all 

the difference, and this is when it is best to choose a 

local designer or design agency rather than  

outsourcing to an international company, or a design 

agency that employs overseas talent.

Wordmarks

Letterforms

Abstract Symbols

Pictorial Marks

Emblems
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Looking towards the big picture
5.
When starting out with the plan for a new logo in mind, it is worth considering how your logo will fit in with any 

expansion of your brand or business in the future.

The fundamental framework of your organisation should be thought about, taking into consideration any  

sub-brands or different branded products or services that might come under your main umbrella. Will the  

additional sub-brands fit under the same brand eco-system as the new logo and branding, or will it have it’s own 

separate brand?  Will they have a similar feel as the main brand so they feel like part of the same family brand, or 

have a completely different brand ethos?

The ‘brand architecture’ might not be something most business owners think about at the start, and usually not 

even something most graphic design agencies or logo designers will discuss with you, however it is something 

that should be seriously considered before venturing to a new logo, as it could have massive implications for your 

brand and its brand strategy at a later stage as you expand.

So I recommend drafting out your brand framework during or even before completing the logo design brief and 

then raise this with your designer as it can really help clarify how your brand should be categorised into one of the 

three primary brand architecture types:

And of course, every business and its business model is not exactly the same, so you might find your architecture 

is a mix of a couple of types, or even all three. And it may change as you grow as well. The main point is that  

establishing the approximate brand architecture now at the start of your brand journey can save a lot of growing 

pains and costs later on for your business.

Branded
The major brand owns a number of 

sub-brands that all appear to be  

unrelated to the primary brand. 

Endorsed
The major brand owns a number of 

sub-brands that are related to the 

brand and share the brand element.

Monolithic
The Major Brand uses just the one 

name and brand identity across all 

products.
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More than meets the eye
6.
There is usually more to the success of a great logo than meets the eye that we are not even aware of.

Our brains use cognitive neuro-science to determine much of what we smell, taste or see, and then from those 

senses it retrieves the related information. For example, if you smell smoke, your brain tells you there is a fire 

nearby, though a slightly different smoke smell might mean the roast is burning!  Your brain keeps a memory of 

each scene, which is triggered at certain instances in your environment.

Much the same way, pattern recognition is an element of your cognitive process that recognises shapes and  

determines what they are. For example, traffic warning signs such as GIVE WAY, or STOP signs have different 

shapes so our brain recognises them even before we read them. Pattern recognition also plays a big part in how 

you recognise the difference between a person you know and one you don’t, but then when you meet a person 

your brain stores their pattern in your semantic memory, so next time you see them you recognise them. 

So when it comes to your logo design, elements such as the shape, colour and typeface used are all stored in 

the viewers semantic memory, and retrieved from visual sensory information. For example, you might be driving 

down the road and see a McDonald’s sign and start to feel hungry!

And you’ll often find that many brand logos have been carefully devised so we instantly recognise them  

immediately as our brains are hard-wired to identify their unique shape or colour. Brands such as McDonald’s and 

Coca-Cola even have their own custom-designed colours for this reason. Brand consistency means that the brand 

is more easily and more instantly retrieved by the consumers semantic memory. Imagine if Coca-Cola suddenly 

changed the colour of their soda cans from Red to Blue... most people would either not immediately recognise it, 

or at first glace think it was Pepsi.  

Research has shown us that our brains will recognise the shape of an object before the actual language, and then  

once it recognises the shape, it starts breaking the information down by colour, and then the text. 

Think about when you go to the supermarket and your looking for an Apple. You immediately know the  

difference between an Apple and a Banana because of the shape, and then you can tell the difference between 

two difference kinds of Apples due to their colour.

What differentiates your logo from your competitors is its point of difference, so usually you will find the simplier 

the logo design, the more easily it is recognised.

This is why symbols work so well as part of your logo, because our brains take longer to process more involved 

elements such as the millions of colours available, or deciphering of text based objects into words before it  

recognises them.

SHAPES
Your mind will usually 

identify shapes first

before other elements

COLOUR
Colour can trigger 

emotion and 

awareness

TYPE
Language is the final 

step of the cognition 

process.
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The Competitive Edge
7.
Now with everything in mind so far, you’re probably ready to get onto the actual design process, but remember, 

it is no good if your designer comes up with an amazing logo design, but it looks too close or identical to another 

competitor or even another business in a different trade, as this could cause brand confusion.

For this reason alone, it is worth choosing a local logo designer over the DIY logo websites or the companies 

offering you the budget priced designs. Many of these services use pre-designed elements, and if they have been 

used before you could run into brand identity issues.

So always review your competitors first, and look at the shapes, colours or other elements they use.  

Even having a similar typeface to a competitor should be avoided.

Don’t always assume your logo designer will do all the research for you. It is always best to do this yourself and 

then communicate with your designer to ensure your logo is unique for your business sector or niche.

By doing the research also provides you with some great opportunities to outshine your competitors. In many 

industries there is either a saturation of similar logos, which cause brand confusion, or just poor quality logos.  

If your logo is designed to be easily recognisable and more professional, there is a good chance you could be seen 

as the leader in the niche.

A trusted, unique brand design is often all that it required to lead the market.

So rather than asking your logo designer to come up with hundreds of different concepts, which just gets  

confusing to choose from and time consuming, it is better to first review the logos of your competitors as well as 

logos that fit your target market (eg budget priced, luxurious, friendly, etc) and then work out the elements that 

you like about each, and try and look at using this information captured to create your perfect logo design.

Using this technique and a good logo design brief, a good logo designer will usually be able to nail the perfect 

logo within a couple of designs, with maybe just a few slight revisions required.
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Making your mark with your Brand Mark.
7.
Your logo design should be created to easily work in a multi-channel environment, which in simple terms means 

that your logo will work just as well on your social media channel as it would on a corporate uniform, a billboard 

or an annual report.

So when planning your logo it is important that the primary element is capable of working across many mediums 

and has no size restrictions. For example, your social media profile icon needs to be a square shape to be  

uploaded into the circle profile option of most social networks, while the header of your website or a banner add 

might be twice as longer than it is in height.

If your logo can’t possibly fit across all different size variations, possibly due to the length for instance, than  

variable size versions of the logo should be considered. This might mean the name goes under the main logo 

element, or next to it.

This is not uncommon, and your logo designer should have this in mind before commencing, but if not, ensure 

you always ask that your logo can be used across all mediums to prevent additional work and costs later on.

Often your logo designer will even present your logo in mock examples of the different mediums, usually in a 

visual brand identity guide.

This not only assists you to understand how the design could work, but it can also help suppliers you use for your 

printing, signage and digital marketing to ensure your brand output remains as consistent as possible.

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

Merchandise

Apparel

Vehicles

Online Marketing

Business Cards

Outdoor Signage

Presentations
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The final choice.
8.
When it comes time to make the final choice on your logo selection provided by your logo designer, it is often 

best to take a two step approach. You obviously have your own taste and style in mind for your logo, and possibly 

some of the logo design concepts have been guided by your own ideas and thoughts, however while it is nice to 

be able to take some credit for your own brand design, it is usually best to have the majority vote on your final 

logo determined by your clients or target demographic.

This then also makes it easier to put your own emotional decision aside. As humans we will often struggle to 

make a major decision on something that relates directly to our own future.  Your sub-conscience might be  

saying ‘what if my business fails because my branding sucks?’.

I recommend using a simple Logo Scorecard and asking your clients 4 or 5 simple questions, with a tickbox next 

to each for the logo options, and a little room afterwards for their own feedback.

Even give your judges a glass of wine beforehand. Alcohol is often known to bring out the honesty in people, and 

ultimately you want to know what they really think of your new logo before making the final choice.

Keep in mind that your logo isn’t the true heart of your business success, so ensure that your ‘judges’ are honest 

and not just giving nice feedback so they won’t offend you. And most logo designers have a thick skin, so if for 

some reason you don’t resonate with any of the designs they are not usually offended. It is always better to spend 

the extra time and create a logo that you’ll love rather than having to choose one quickly that you don’t really like.

Logo Scorecard                                                  LOGO A     LOGO B      LOGO C

COMMENTS

Is the logo iconic and memorable?

Does it differ from the major competitors?

Will it remain relevent to design trends?

Does it reflect your brand ethos?
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Final Artwork Setup
9.
Once your final choice has been set in stone, it is now up to your logo designer to provide you with the final files.

A good design agency will do this as part of the standard finalisation of your logo design services, however you’ll 

find most of the cheaper online logo design services will usually only provide you with a medium resolution JPEG 

file unless you ask for the additional file types.

Ultimately you want to be sure that you receive all the final logo types in high-resolution, ready for use in any 

medium.

These formats should include:

COLOUR, MONO AND GREYSCALE VERSIONS OF THE FOLLOWING.

A good designer will also keep your final design files in a cloud-based service for you, such as Dropbox or Google 

Cloud, allowing you access to share the files with any other suppliers. It is always best to ask your logo designer if 

this is part of the service, and if there are any costs involved.

Smartfish provide all the various file formats, with access to your files on Google Cloud for a minimum of 3 years 

as part of the standard service at no additional cost.

It is also usually no problem for your logo designer to provide any additional specific file sizes you might need, 

such as social media icons, while they are doing the file preparation.

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

EPS JPG PNG AI TIFF SVG PSD
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THE WRAP UP
While the steps and advice provided in this guide should be able to assist in creating the ideal logo for your 

business, ultimately there is no definite way to ensure the perfect logo as everyone has their own ideas and taste 

regarding what they feel is the perfect logo.

The best advice I can offer for the ideal result before starting the process and choosing the right logo designer is:

Communicate and connect with your logo designer.
Communication is essential when it comes to any type of custom design process. Reach out to your designer 

and speak with them in person (even if that means via phone, Skype or Zoom) and ensure you feel the person is 

a good fit for your brand. Every designer has their own style, so this is important. If you do decide to use a foreign 

company, ensure they speak clear English. If they don’t, or you cannot connect directly with them, use a different 

designer.

Review the logo design candidates portfolio. 
Every good logo designer should have at least 100 examples to show you. I know I can I can personally roll out at 

least 3000 logos I have created and at least 100 on the Smartfish website (and these are just my favourites!) to 

show potential clients the scale of my services. It is easy for a designer to talk the talk, but ultimately the proof is 

in the pudding, as they say. 

Ask your designer for client references 

There is more to the final production of a nice logo. You want to ensure the designer is easy to work with and  

provides after sales service if required. Ask your designer if they can provide thendetails of at least 3 -5 clients so 

that you can contact them and ask them how they found working with the designer.  

Most designers will be happy to provide this information and should have a good relationship with most of their 

past and present clients.

CONCLUSION
I hope this information provides some useful advice and tips on ensuring your logo design service goes smoothly. 

If you would like further advice on your logo design or branding please reach out to Smartfish at  

www.Smartfish.com.au.



Smartfish is an Australian creative agency, specialisalising in 

Logo Design and Branding, Web Design and Digital Marketing and Printing solutions.

Find out more about smartfish and view their extensive portfolio online at

www.smartfish.com.au
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